No. First Name
1 tom
2 Lauren

Last Name
amberger
Ares

Question(s)
How do I find how much of a particular product is used annually by the Super Coop?
Are samples required?

3

Adriana

Briones

Good morning, will you be able to provide estimated allocations for the commodity materials
used in SY17-18?

4

Adriana

Briones

Can you confirm that column M of the pricing spreadsheet "Net Off Invoice Discount off
Commercial Price" is asking for the donated food value per case?

5

Adriana

Briones

6

Adriana

Briones

7

Adriana

Briones

8

Adriana

Briones

9 Adriana
10 Fernanda

Briones
Fernandes

11 Olivia

Kan

12
13
14
15

Kan
Kan
Kan
Ledin

Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Deniece

16 Olishua
17 Olishua

McClain
McClain

18 Olishua
19 Benita

McClain
Moser

20 Marianne

Orr

Shirley

Ouverson

22 Michael

Schodorf

23 LEIGH

SHELTON

Can you confirm that column U "Commercial Price FOB Manufacturer Case Price" is asking the
price per case for product picked up from the manufacturer's location by your distributor?
For page 25 of the RFP documents "Certification Regarding Lobbying", can you confirm that
bidders should leave the gray box blank and only complete the box at the very bottom of the
document?
In other words, the pricing entered on column N "Fee for Service Price per Case" should be net
of the doanted food value, correct?
I apologize if you already answered this question, but will you be asnwering all the questions
asked in this webinar in writing on Addenda A?
Is it mandatory to offer the lowest pricing available in CA to Super Coop?
can you confirm if Super Co-op reports to AwardsBids.com
Estimated Quantity - how can we get the estiamted quantity. we need the info so that we can
respond to question #2. thanks

Cert regarding lobbying - it asked for agreement number. Where can we find it?
are you going to upload this webinar presentation to the Super Co-Op web site?
can we take pics or take notes at the bid opening?
Thank you for your time and walking us through the bid
Can we make copies of anything back and front of paper even for the original? To save on
paper cost...
When is the absolute last day for questions?
For non-commodity items not on the market basket, if a district wants that item..is that to be
handled on a case by case basis?
Are Nutritional information shhets and copies of labels to be submitted?

Response
I am not able to provide purchase volume by item.
No.
I have attached a report of USDA Foods raw product (in pounds) by manufacturer
for SY2017-18. There may have been carry-pver pounds available at manufacturers
not reported here.
The instruction on the second tab of the Information Submission Worksheet
describes this colum as "Total VPT discount for one case of end product. Should be
equal to Column L." Column L is the USDA Foods Value per Case. So the answer to
your question is Yes.

Yes, that is correct.

Yes, this is correct. Only complete the bottom box that is not grayed-in.
The instruction on the second tab of the Information Submission Worksheet
describes this colum as "Cost of end product per case."
Yes.
This is not stated in the bid, rather you should respond honestly to Question 1 on
page 15, yes or no.
We do not report to AwardsBids.com.
I have attached a report of truckloads ordered of USDA Foods raw product by
manufacturer for SY2017-18.
This is page 25 of the RFP document, do not fill in the grayed in box, that's where it
asks for an agreement number, just complete the white box at the bottom.
Yes.
Yes, you can take photos of documents and/or take notes at the bid opening.
you're welcome.

Yes.
February 6, 2018 – 5:00 PM Pacific Time
Non-commodity purchases no on this RFP are to be handled by member districts
using appropriate local procurement methods (Eg., Bid, RFP, quote)
No.
Yes, districts will be able to use their entitlement dollars through Super Co-Op for
If they choose to do direct delivery, are they still able to utilize their entitlement dollars that
product ordered direct delivery. Manufacturers are then responsible to report
are in Super Coop?
sales to K12 Foodservie, ProcessorLink, or private firm.
Districts were notified at our annual meeting that this solicitation does not provide
Can you please confirm - NO school is allowed to use the Super Coop pricing for direct delivery pricing for direct delivery and that they must use appropriate local procurement
“unless” they do their own RFP.
methods (Eg., RFP, quotes, etc) for direct delivery pricing.
You must return the Disclosure of Lobbying Activities form for the bid package to
If we have nothing to disclose on the Lobbying Activties Form, what fields are we required to fill be considered complete. If you have nothing to report, please write that on the
out to complete the form properly?
form, sign, and complete the information required under the signature.
This presentation will be posted at http://www.super-coop.org/rfp.html on Friday
will this presentation be available for dowload?
February 9, 2018.

No. First Name
24 LEIGH
25 LEIGH

Last Name
SHELTON
SHELTON

26 Brian

Starr

27 Vanessa

Tagle

Question(s)
i withdraw last questions posted on end date to submit further Qs. thankyou
is SUPER COOP direct DEL or will gorceries flow thru local distributor
please confirm. Only commodity processed items and no commercial items not offered for
processing
We have some items that are only available as a commodity and their commercial equivalent is
only available commercially -- can we submit pricing for both codes?

Will you be publishing a list of approved distributors?
28 Vanessa
Tagle
The following questions were received via email following the webinar.

Shelton

Can you confirm the attached XL (for SY 17 18) from your site is the same set of USDA tomato
products to be considered for SY 18 19? It shows 14 tomato skus. Would these be the skus to
submit for in SY 18 19?
a.
If not, where are the skus found?

30 Leigh

Shelton

How are products awarded within a product category?
A. All or nothing?
b. Sub categories? Like ketchup, marinara, cut tomatoes, all other…
c. Line item?

31
32
33
34

Shelton
Amberger
Amberger
Amberger

We don’t have any Lobbying activities to report. we signed page 25 and with lack of activities,
we understood that we didn’t need to fill out page 26. Please confirm
What is the annual number of pounds of all beef hot dogs used by Super Co-op?
What is the annual number of pounds of turkey franks used by Super Co-op?
Does Super Co-op use only natural, non cured franks or are cured franks acceptable?

29 Leigh

Leigh
Tom
Tom
Tom

35 Tom
36 Tom
37 Tom

38 Yvonne

39 Tony

40 Tony

Amberger
Amberger
Amberger

Moreno

Is a CN labeled frank required?
Is delivery to one distributor (Gold Star Foods)?
What city is distributor located in?
Question on the Market Basket Worksheet –we have an item available in commodity only and
not offered in commercial, do I leave column M blank? The item will only be available FFS only.

Roberts

In lieu of a separate volume discount on additional rows, would it be acceptable to have a
blanket discount schedule that can be listed at the bottom of the spreadsheet? Example - 10 to
20 pallets - Less $1 per case or 500 to 1000 cases less 50 cents per case and 1000 to 1800
cases less $1.00.

Roberts

Will the Super Coop be checking with K-12 and Processor Link directly to see if distributors
applying to be approved distributors are indeed working in a satisfactory manner with them
before being approved?

Response
Thank you.
Both, but the pricing on this RFP is for distributor delivery.
Yes, correct.
if the commercial item is equivalent, you would list it on the right side of the
spreadsheet (orange colored column headers) next to the commodity item.
The list of approved distributors for 2018-19 will be published sometime in April.
The 2017-18 distributor list is on the Super CO-Op website now at
http://www.super-coop.org/ under the heading Lead Agency Updates .
I reviewed the Excel spreadsheet included with your email, it was the award sheet
for our 2017-18 RFP 1703, which was for potato, tomato, and cheese products. As
I said on the webinar, we are not using that separate RFP this year and pricing for
all products is being solicited in this single RFP. There are no specific SKU's
requested, you may provide manufacturer to distributor pricing on any processed
USDA Foods items you would like to provide for consideration to Super Co-Op
members.
There are no product award categories, per Paragraph 13 on page 10 of the RFP
document, "13. AWARD OF PROPOSAL: The award of this bid shall be made to all
responsive and responsible bidders who meet the terms and conditions of the bid.
A bidder must deliver the items within the required delivery date in order to be
declared responsive to this bid. Super Co-Op Member Districts will utilize the
pricing obtained as a result of this Proposal for delivery through a distributor
selected using appropriate procurement methods at the district level. The Agency
reserves the right to make no award at all, reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to waive any irregularity or discrepancy associated with this bid.
Unsolicited services or incentives offered as part of the bid response will NOT be
evaluated or considered in the award process."
You must return the Disclosure of Lobbying Activities form for the bid package to
be considered complete. If you have nothing to report, please write that on the
form, sign, and complete the information required under the signature.
I do not have this information.
I do not have this information.
This is the decision of the individual member districts.
This RFP is for processed USDA Foods (commodities) only and their respective
commercial equivalents. CN labels are not required.
Each member district solicits a distributor using local procurement methods.
Each member district solicits a distributor using local procurement methods.

Yes, you would leave column M blank.
No, please use the columns as provided to offer bracket pricing. It is difficult to
effectively provide a separate discount schedule to distributors and member
districts.
We have what we call a "distributor efficacy report" that assists me in monitoring
distributor reporting to K12 and PL on a monthly basis and before approval for
subsequent years.

